
Name Scan Sig Thrust Hull A PD G T Special

Pompeius 8” 6” 12” 15 3+ 7 1 H -

PHR Pompeius

Battlecruiser 180 pts

1.0

Type Lock Attack Damage Arc Special

Heavy Quad Battery 4+ 4 2 F Calibre (H&S), Fusillade (4)

Hornet Drones 3+ D3+3 1 F/S/R Close Action

Known ships of the class: Pharsalus, Ides of March, Ballista, Iron Chariot

The Pompeius was the first of a new wave of Republic battlecruisers with a novel 
superstructure. Unveiled in the third month of the battle for Earth, the Pompeius’ 

distinctive vertical configuration and massed engine banks quickly earned the 
grudging respect of the Admiralty. It’s understood that this new hull has an even 
smaller crew requirement than the Agamemnon-type, barely more than a UCM 

frigate while matching one in speed and rivalling a battleship in firepower.

The Pompeius is built around some of the largest mass drivers built by the PHR - 
each as long as a frigate and it packs four of them. These are mounted in a quad, 

forward-facing battery, making the Pompeius a focused sledgehammer.

The guns’ massive calibre and cumbersome traverse makes them most 
dangerous against the heaviest targets, when a single salvo at maximum 

power can cripple a battleship.

PHR Pompeius 
Battlecruiser

Length: 1306m

Beam: 231m

Height: 674m

Displacement:

24,007,000m³



Name Scan Sig Thrust Hull A PD G T Special

Agrippa 8” 6” 12” 15 3+ 7 1 H -

PHR Agrippa

Interference cruiser 175 pts

1.2

Type Lock Attack Damage Arc Special

Holographic Drones 5+ 2D3+3 1 S(L) Close Action (Swarmer), Linked-1

Holographic Drones 5+ 2D3+3 1 S(R) Close Action (Swarmer), Linked-1

Holo-debris Field
At the end of this ship’s activation, you may place a Fine Debris Field within 3” of this ship. These debris fields 
are removed at the end of the Roundup phase and are circular with a 4” diameter (a D6 or custom template are 
perfect tokens to represent these). Friendly ships and Launch Assets ignore these Debris Fields.

Known ships of the class: Actium, Cloak of Purple, Emperor’s Hand, Rusemaker 

The Agrippa is an unusual ship with a unique capability. Based on the new 
Pompeius-type vertical battlecruiser hull, this vessel’s two horizontal fins present 

layered banks of strange launch tubes. These fire small drones which project 
and control clouds of tinier drones - together they form EM “skins” to mimic the 

signature of debris chunks. For the enemy this field frustrates targeting, masking 
PHR fleet movements and protecting ships hiding within.

Should an enemy  captain get wise to the subterfuge and fly in, the drones 
detonate, proving as destructive as debris. Friendly ships of course can fly right 
though. The Agrippa is of special interest to the Office of Naval Intelligence - the 

class’s true purpose in the Earth theatre may be concealment of certain Republic 
operations from its Triumvirate allies.

Since the Agrippa’s drones are essentially advanced projectile mines, they can be 
used offensively when necessary. A storm of drones can be spat forth, peppering 

the target with waves of surface detonations.

PHR Agrippa 
Interference cruiser

Length: 1252m

Beam: 226m

Height: 674m

Displacement:

23,452,000m³


